Quick Guide to the Sie Complex

Prior to construction of our new facility completed in March 2016, the Josef Korbel School’s spaces have been referred to as separate facilities--Cherrington Hall and the Sié Center. Rooms and spaces were named accordingly, e.g., “Sié Center 150,” or “BCH 325.” Now that our new facility is complete, we’re taking a simpler approach.

Here’s what you need to know.

1. The entire facility will be known as the Sie Complex. (Official name: Anna and John J. Sie International Relations Complex.) That includes the new building and the older ones originally named Cherrington Hall and the Sié Center.

2. Rooms are being re-numbered.

The old room numbering system combined a building abbreviation with three digits (e.g., BCH 325). The new numbering system is simpler, to reflect the fact that we are one facility.

- All spaces will have a four-digit number. To see room numbers (both old and new) click the floor plan links in item 3 below.
- Wayfinding guides will be posted throughout the Sie Complex to help with navigation.

3. Floor plans are available by clicking on the links below (note: new room numbers are in bold).

1st Floor – 2nd Floor – 3rd Floor – 4th Floor – 5th Floor

Questions? Email Korbel.Comms@du.edu